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Life Tech v. Promega - Intellectual Property Owner's Association Webinar
Presented March 9, 2017
In the following pages are the slides I made for an IPO "IP Chat Channel" presentation on the 2017 Life
Tech v. Promega Supreme Court decision. I was invited to speak along with senior partners from two law
firms to discuss the case. My section was focused on in-house strategies for intellectual property and
supply chains. To help fill out the content of my presentation, I have included my "talking point" notes on
top of the slides – essentially the "voice-over" for delivery live in the webinar.

Multiple sources for individual components of
product -- worldwide sources of varying in
quality, price, quantity, etc.

For multiplecomponent
products

Lowest cost for
required quality
& characteristics

Getting things where they need
to be when they need to be
there - especially in event of
disruption of normal supply

Can be difficult to
relocate manufacturing

Certainty and predictability
regarding return on
investment, including
potential liabilities and how
they can be managed

"Naked end" run:
• All components made in US;
• Shipped unassembled "overseas"; and
• Final assembly outside US - assembly often being a trivial step.
* Everything but the last step was within US
* Readily admitted that actions were designed to avoid 271(a) infringement
This contrast, between legitimate global sourcing/supply chain management and naked
end-runs around 271(a) was the basis for the US Supreme Court amicus briefs that I
designed and co-authored
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Certiorari stage brief
introduced concept of global
sourcing/supply chain
management and helped
persuade Supreme court to
take the case

Merits stage brief expanded on the
issues and how the structure and
function of 271(f) shows that a broad
and qualitative interpretation of (f)(1)
interfered with legitimate and efficient
supply chain management

These 6 components and the control slides are
manufactured outside the US and have no connection
to the US

Example of a diagnostic kit
that is assembled outside the
US (e.g., in the UK)
The combination of all of the
components (i.e., the kit as a
whole) is patented in the US,
but none of the individual
components are patented in
the US

This single component
is a generic item,
unpatented in the US.
But, it is manufactured
in the US and shipped
to the UK for inclusion
in the diagnostic kit

The issue = assuming that nothing except that one component -- the vial of wash buffer -- comes from the US, should
that single generic unpatented component carry with it liability under US patent for the entire kit?
I argued that the answer is a resounding "NO." (and the Supreme Court agreed)
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Overview/preview slide ("first,
tell them what you're going to
tell them")

The "Number One" Rule: It's best to have a patent where you need it.

Know where your competitors do
these things and ensure patent
coverage there
Also consider warehousing and
distribution hubs, which can be in
places other than manufacture and
assembly
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The "Number Two" Rule: If you need to rely on US patent, then look at 271(f)(2) first -- the
interpretation and proof requirements are a bit more certain

It is not clear how much each clause
adds to the other (seems like two
ways to say the same thing)
Basically, this refers to an item that
is specialized for use in the inventive
device

These are not specialized items
for use in the invention (these
are generic, staple, unpatented
items)

These might be specialized
for the invention -- depends
on the claims and facts of the
particular case

The "Number Three" Rule: If you need to rely
on 271(f)(1), look for a clear "end run" situation

271(f)(1) refers to components
of the invention (i.e., of the
claims), not of the product, so
start with analysis of what
components are recited in the
claims, not what components
are in the relevant product

The "Number Four" Rule:
If you don't have a clear
"end run" situation, then
carefully consider the
claims and the facts to
build your case (or to
determine that you don't
have one)

A limitation is not the same as a component -- an
individual claim limitation may have one, more than
one, or no "components"
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The following slides relate to both (i) preparing patent applications (specification and claim drafting) and (ii) pre-litigation
analysis. The former is harder to do because of difficulties in predicting the future, so as a practical matter these points
likely primarily relate to the latter, the post-hoc claim interpretation that forms a core part of patent litigation preparation.

The primary rule of
Life Tech v. Promega is
that sourcing only one
component from the
US is never enough.

To avoid immediate defeat, Patentee
wants whatever Defendant ships out
of the US to represent more than
one "component" of the claim

Defendant wants whatever is shipped out of the US to
represent only one component such that 271(f)(1)
does not apply

This is an exercise in claim
construction and claim application
(i.e., infringement analysis)

This also is an exercise in claim construction and
claim application (i.e., infringement analysis)

Increasing the total number of
components in the claim can
help make whatever Defendant
ships from the US appear to be
more than one component.

Voilà - one component becomes
four components !!
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To support the claim drafting and
interpretation discussed on
previous slide (and to keep
claiming options open through
prosecution)

E.g.:
• Define components
separately

E.g., keep components separate; don't group
them for convenience

• Describe and depict
differences between and
among them regarding
structure and function
E.g., components keep separate identity and nature
even if attached or combined for storage or
shipping or use

• Explain unique aspects
of each

As we will see next, the goals for Patentee and Defendant
regarding "more than one component" are in tension with their
respective goals for the "substantial portion of the components"
issue. This creates complexities for defining a strategy,
particularly at the specification/claim drafting stage.
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Once it is shown that Defendant shipped more
than one component, the question becomes
whether Defendant shipped "a substantial
portion" of the claimed components

Usually, Patentee wants whatever is
shipped out of the US to be as large a
percentage of the total number of
components as possible, and
decreasing the total number of
components is one way to accomplish
that (e.g., Defendant shipping 3 of 6
components is better than shipping 3
of 12 components)
Usually, Defendant wants whatever is shipped out of the US to be as
small a percentage of the components as possible (i.e., not a
"substantial portion"), and increasing the total number of components
is one way to accomplish that (e.g., Defendant shipping 3 of 12
components is better than shipping 3 of 6 components)

This is an exercise in claim
construction and claim application
(i.e., infringement analysis)

This also is an exercise in claim construction and claim application
(i.e., infringement analysis)

For example, Patentee's goal for the "more than one component" issue was to increase the
number of components in the claim (to make whatever Defendant ships from the US appear
to be more than one component), while Patentee's goal for the "substantial portion" issue is
to decrease the total number of components in the claim (to make whatever Defendant ships
from the US appear to be a substantial portion of the components).
This demonstrates why direct infringement of foreign patents, using 271(f)(2), and focusing
use of 271(f)(1) on clear cases of end runs around 271(a) are the preferred strategies.
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Because claims can be changed
during prosecution but the
specification cannot, a rational
strategy is to build into the
specification support for various
claims having various numbers of
components and then adjust as
your competitor's plan and actions
become clearer.

Specification language that
allows claim elements that
appear to be discrete and
separate to be seen as a
single unified component

Same issue as on immediately preceding slide. Conflicting goals renders both engineering
271(f)(1) liability at the drafting stage and establishing 271(f)(1) liability at the litigation
stage complex and uncertain. Not that it isn't worth a shot, however, because the claim
language, specification, and facts will sometimes align.

271(f) includes the same "without
authority" (e.g., unlicensed)
requirement as 271(a)

What if defendant has a license under the foreign
patent that directly covers the assembly of the
components into the patented finished product
within the foreign jurisdiction -- would there be an
implied license under the US counterpart that
insulates defendant from 271(f) liability?
Should it now be a best practice for licenses under
foreign patents to expressly include rights under
US patents to source components from the US?
Concerns about Life Tech v.
Promega opening the door to
collusion to "game" the system
(e.g., by having one entity ship
components from US and
another entity assemble the
finished product) are likely
overblown because 27(f)
covers both persons actually
shipping and persons who
"cause" the shipping (e.g., in a
collusion situation, the
assembling party could often
be said to "cause" the
shipping)

If shipping from the US and assembly
overseas are done by two independent
economic actors, with no collusion,
then each acts in its own self-interest
and there should be no 271(f) liability
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What state of mind is sufficient -merely that Defendant intended
the components to be assembled
(and such assembly, as an
independent factual matter, is
within the scope of Patentee's
claim) or that Defendant intended
that such assembly would produce
something it knew would be within
the scope of Patentee's claim?

Is an inducing act sufficient without
actual assembly? One could
analogize "actual assembly" with the
"direct infringement" requirement
under 271(b), but it is imperfect
because the language of the two
sections is materially different.

These are very different standards,
and the statute is not clear which
is required (the language is
materially different than 271(b) -"actively induce the combination"
vs. "actively induces infringement").

Maybe it is just a proof issue if the
alleged inducing act failed to
actually induce (e.g., lack of actual
inducement is evidence that it was
not an inducing act).

Unlike 271(a), the
infringing act under
271(f)(1) is not the actual
making, using, selling, etc.,
of the patented invention -it is instead the more
limited act of shipping a
substantial portion of the
components from the US
(coupled with the requisite
inducing act and intent).

The rule here, under
271(f)(2), was no lost profits
for competing use of the
assembled item outside the
US. Basis was
extraterritoriality.

Extending WesternGeco to other ways in which Patentee could be
harmed outside the US (e.g., by competing sales of the
assembled product), it is possible that only reasonable royalties
are available as damages for 271(f)(1) infringement.
But a reasonable royalty on what? The assembled product? The
components that were shipped?

NOTE: With the 2018 Supreme Court decision in WesternGeco, allowing recovery of lost profits from competing use of
the assembled product overseas under 271(f)(2), it appears that lost profits for competing uses and sales of the
assembled product outside the US may be recoverable under 271(f)(1)
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Probably -- that is the infringing
act occurring within the US, and
a US court may not have subject
matter jurisdiction to enjoin
non-infringing acts that occur
outside the US.

Basic question here is -- what
are you getting for all your
271(f)(1) enforcement trouble?
Not very much if an alternate
ex-US supply is or becomes
available.
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